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I.

Executive Summery

The media in Afghanistan is facing different pressures and challenges from various areas –
economic challenges, violations and threats, censorship, limited access to information and lack
of professional capacity. To establish how the media is coping (and would cope) in 2022 and
beyond, Afghanistan National Journalists Union ANJU conducted an industry assessment.
Using both qualitative (key informant interviews, focus group discussions and desktop research)
as well as quantitative (survey) research methods; it was determined that Afghanistan’s media
environment is complex, in particular since August 2021.
Since the establishment of Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, broadcasting in the capital restarted
(November 2001), the media landscape has experienced incredible growth; as 150 TV channels,
305 radio stations, 90 printing press and 36 online agencies were active before August 15, 2021.
There are stark lessons to be learnt from this assessment:
-

-

The verdict is in ‘Radio stations are the king. This is the main source of news and
information for majority of Afghanistan. However, it suffers a lot by closing hundred
radio stations in the country.
TV is the most trusted source of information – may be because it must ‘show’ evidence
for it to be captivating and relevant.
Newspaper circulation and readership continue and lack of financial issues to decline
fast. Although it is too early to declare the era of the newspaper over in Afghanistan.
Afghanistan has lost 48% of its media outlets and 67% of its journalists in the year since
the Taliban seized power on August 15, 2021, particularly women journalists.
Afghanistan ranks in the top ten during (Afghanistan 2010-2021) of those countries that
do not probe and prosecute journalists’ killings and violence against them.
Moreover, 238 violations affecting journalists and media workers of which most of them
attributed to the Taliban and very limited cases could not be attributed.
In 2022 Afghanistan has dropped down 34 positions (from 122 to 156) in the 2022
World Ranking Press Freedom Index.
The research revealed that 49% don’t have access to information at all, 44% sometimes
access to information while only 7% responded that we have access to information.

To improve media performance and strengthening their activities considering to the current
situation key gaps and policy recommendations were identified for plugging and supporting
Afghan media to resume their operations.
Despite challenges, there is hope. The Afghanistan media is resilient and have the potential. In
addition, the presence of international media support organizations and the national media
coordination body in the country could be exploited to address the journalist’s safety,
advocacy, law enforcement, resources and policy gaps that need to be plugged for the media to
thrive.

II.

Context and Situational Analysis

The media in Afghanistan is facing different pressures from many areas—economic challenges,
legal issues, lack of access to information, censorships, threats and lack of professional capacity.
To establish how the media is coping (and could cope) in 2022 and beyond, the Afghanistan
National Journalists Union ANJU conducted an industry assessment.
Afghanistan has a long history in media sector, with the first newspaper Shamsunahar founded
in 1973, the first radio transmitter erected in 1920, and the first TV transmission taking place in
Kabul in 1978. 1
However, television was outlawed, antennae and transmitters were destroyed, and the only
radio station authorized was Shariat, during the first period Taliban when they were entirely
controlled the territories Afghanistan.
One of the most important developments during post-Taliban era in Afghanistan was the
establishment of a free media. Despite three decades of invasions, revolutions, and civil war, a
thriving and more professional media landscape has almost completely emerged.
Since the establishment of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, broadcasting in the capital
restarted (November 2001), the media landscape has experienced incredible growth; as 150 TV
channels, 305 radio stations, 90 printing press and 36 online agencies were active before
August 15, 2021.
Figure 1: Afghanistan Media Statistics
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After the Taliban came to power, due to various factors a large number of media outlets ceased
to operate which includes 101 radio stations, 72 TV channels, 76 printing and 27 online media
organizations have been shut down. 2
Figure 2: Afghanistan Media Active and Non-Active Percentage
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Based on the earliest survey which the data collected from all over Afghanistan using various
research tools, the results show that 48% of the media outlets closed. Another 52% media
outlets are operating which currently facing different challenges: lack of financial resources,
censorship, and lack of access to information, threats and violations.
Figure 3: Afghanistan Media Employees
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According to the survey by Afghanistan National Journalists Union (ANJU), Afghanistan has lost
48% of its media outlets and 67% of its journalists in the year since the Taliban seized power on
August 15, 2021, particularly women journalists. All of this took place when press freedom was
being restricted and there was a severe economic crisis.
Figure 4: Afghanistan Employees Percentage by Gender
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Since the Taliban took power, women journalists in Afghanistan have been among those who
have suffered the most. According to the earliest survey by ANJU, only 18% of women
journalists are working compared to 82% of men journalists.
The Taliban takeover the power on August 15, 2021, for the second time following the
withdrawal of western troops. The Taliban re-established an Islamic Emirate in Afghanistan in
the months that followed, passing new legislation to establish their power. They have yet to
enact any laws or regulations governing the media that would guarantee freedom of expression
and information transformation.
According to the IFJ&ANJU survey, only 5% of journalists’ responded that the media could
broadcast freely and independently while 71% claimed that the media not able to broadcast
freely and independently as it was before and 24% responded that currently media has very
little freedom. 3
In addition to that, the reformation of the Taliban government has seen a dramatic reduction in
liberal forms of artistic expressions and programming. Entertainment shows have been
3
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substituted with informative program on educational, health and religious doctrines. However,
this change has also seen an increase in two-way engagement from the authorities on air.4
According to the Taliban’s spokesperson, Zabihullah Mujahid, “the media law was recently
reviewed by the Ministry of Information and Culture which some amendments were made in
regard to religious and cultural issues and it has sent to leadership for approval”. Since months
the Taliban neither didn’t present any media law nor approved the previous which finally
amended in 2019. 5
The law regarding the media is unclear. The feared intelligence service of the Taliban has
directly addressed claimed instances of media infractions by imprisoning, intimidating, and
even torturing journalists. The Ministry of Promoting Virtue, Preventing Vice, and Hearing
Complaints (MPVPV) of the Taliban is also intervening with media-related matters. The Taliban
MPVPV released a fresh set of rules on November 21st, requiring, among other things, that the
media refrain from showing films or soap operas with female actors; foreign films that are
against "Afghan or Islamic principles"; and that female journalists wear the Islamic Hijab.6
The Taliban's execution of media-related directives, especially in the provinces, has had a
devastating impact on Afghan media outlets. The Taliban's Information and Culture department
in the provinces has increased restrictions on the media and reporters, as well as detaining and
threatening journalists while they were doing their reporting.
Before the Taliban took control in 2021, the media in Afghanistan rapidly expanded between
2001 and 2021; during this time, 25 or more journalists were slain and more than 1550 cases of
violations were reported.
Since 15 August, six journalists (including two women) were killed (five by ISIL-KP, one could not
be attributed) and four (all men) were injured by unknown armed men. Moreover, 173
violations affecting journalists and media workers of which 163 attributed to the Taliban and 10
cases could not be attributed. The cases were included (12, all men) torture and ill treatment,
arrest (122 cases, of which one concerning a woman), and threats or intimidation (33 cases of
which three concerning women). (UNAMAN HRS, Afghanistan Human Rights Report, 15 August
2021- 15 June 20227) But this number has increased since June 2022, to 238 violation cases
happened including ill treatment, arrest, tortured and threats and intimidation.
The most dangerous place for Afghan journalists during the Taliban rule was Kabul, Kandahar,
Nangarhar which different categories registered including detention, physical assault, physical
4
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assault and harassment, capture and physical violence, telephonic threat, accident and death.
(ANJU&IFJ Report)
The Access to Information Commission was established in 2018 and it brought about positive
changes in terms of public access to information, media information and reporting resources,
public awareness, and identified mechanisms for addressing registered complaints. However,
under this regime, not only was the access to information authority destroyed, but access to
information was also severely constrained. Based on IFJ&ANJU recent survey 49% don’t have
access to information at all, 44% sometimes access to information while only 7% responded
that we have access to information.
The lack of uncertainty in legislation, sophisticated working conditions of women’s involvement
and limited access to information enforced the national media to increase self-censorship. This
issue encourages the public to find out alternatives in order to get the reliable and timely
information that selected international broadcasting organizations.

III.

Methodology8

The qualitative methods were key informant interviews (KIIs), focus group discussions (FGDs),
observation, and desktop research, including literature review. Flexible tools (survey, FGD and a
set of basic open-ended KII questions with flexibility for follow-up) developed and, for the
gathering data for this assessment. The quantitative method was a semi-structured perception
survey.
A. Survey
The quantitative tool employed was structured perception survey. The survey questionnaire
form was distributed to all active media outlets and a summery sheet distributed to closed
media entities in all 34 provinces. Both male and female Afghan media outlets representatives
were participated.
B. Desktop Research
ANJU conducted desktop research on Afghanistan’s Media, law, access to information,
economic problems, and threats journalists faced and trends throughout pre-field, during data
collection and during research analysis and compilation. This included literature review and
online sources. The desktop research served as a sound basis for context setting through an
understanding of the historical journey the media in Afghanistan have made.
C. Key Informant Interviews
Even though KIIs have been noted to have limited scope for “quantification” and a tendency
towards “biasness” either in selection of respondents or respondent views, they have great
advantages which include the opportunity to tap into the deep knowledge of respondents (if
well selected for knowledge), the opportunity to explore issues not anticipated in planning, and
are neither costly nor time consuming.
D. Focus Group Discussions
ANJU, in partnership with local media outlets conducted Focus Group Discussion which the
participants were purposefully selected to fulfill the social, economic and demographic
characteristics. The main strength in FGDs is that it allows participants from similar
backgrounds or experiences to agree or disagree with each other on an issue. This provides
insights into how a group thinks about the issue, about the ranges of opinions and ideas
represented in the group. The FGDs were instrumental in better understating of the findings
from the survey by filling the ‘why’ and ‘how’ holes that a straight quantitative survey can’t fully
answer. That was the motivation for using the mixed methods research approach.

8

This media industry assessment was compiled by a team of senior researchers, leading by Assistant Prof. Mr.
Abdulhadi Rashed.

IV.

World Ranking Press Freedom Index _ Afghanistan 2002-2022

According to estimates there are more than 100 organizations throughout the world that
engage in some for form of media freedom assessment, evaluation or promotion. The
organizations follow the mission of promoting free and independent media through activism,
monitoring media freedom violations, evaluation media systems through indices and written
reports, and defending and protecting journalists working in conflict zones and under
repressive governments.
Currently there are four NGOs that produce quantitative measures, i.e. numerical indices of
media freedom. Freedom House, Reporters Without Boarders (RSF), the International Research
and Exchange Board (IREX) and the Friedrich Ebert Sifting. 9
As RSF was engaged with the media status in Afghanistan during past two decades; therefore,
in this study the 20 years measurement and assessment from 2002-2022 in terms of press
freedom is monitored to reflect the situation of Afghan media industry.
According to the RSF, the purpose of the World Press Freedom Index is to compare the level of
press freedom enjoyed by journalists and media in 180 countries and territories. This
comparison is conducting based on the five contextual indicators:10
-

Political context (33 questions and sub-questions)
Legal framework (25 questions and sub-questions)
Economic context (25 questions and sub-questions)
Sociocultural context (22 questions and sub-questions)
Safety (12 questions and sub-questions)

Based on the above-mentioned criteria RSF measured Afghanistan in the World Ranking Press
Freedom which recently published in the 2022 index. In 2022 Afghanistan has dropped down
34 positions (from 122 to 156) in the 2022 World Ranking Press Freedom Index. In order to
understand the overall picture of Afghanistan Media Status, ANJU conducted an assessment of
two decades based on the RSF measurement which elaborated in the below figure: 11

9
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Figure 5: World Ranking Press Freedom Index _ Afghanistan 2002-2022
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This chart shows that Afghanistan was in the best position from 2002 to 2004 (104 to 97), but it
was in the worst position in 2022. As a result, Afghanistan has slipped 51 spots since the
country's introduction of free media. More significantly, during the previous year under Taliban
rule, only 34 out of 51 declined.

V.

World Ranking Impunity Index _ Afghanistan 2010-2021

Afghanistan’s journalists confront fatal safety risks in the line of their duty and are at the mercy
of various types of pressure and extremist groups that threaten, and even murder them with
almost total impunity.
As the international organizations monitoring freedom of expression and journalists’ safety
levels in Afghanistan particularly, since August 2021, suggested that the biggest challenge for
local journalists is the country’s existing ‘climate of impunity’ despite diverse threats to them.
According to Committee to Protect Journalists’ Impunity Index, the country ranks in the top ten
during (Afghanistan 2010-2021) of those countries that do not probe and prosecute journalists’
killings and violence against them. 12
Figure 6: World Ranking Impunity Index _ Afghanistan 2010-2021
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Based on the International Federation of Journalists (IFJ), “since 2010, more than 87 journalists
have been killed with only five cases resolved”. Between 2010 and 2021, 87 Afghan journalists
have been killed in the course of their duties, and in 2021 alone, at least 9 journalists and media
workers have lost their lives.
Before the Taliban’s rise to power, the former National Unity Government, led by President
Ashraf Ghani, repeatedly made promises and expressed its commitment to improve the overall
12
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security situation in Afghanistan. The government pledged to thoroughly investigate cases of
the murders of journalists and to put an end to impunity for crimes against journalists and
media workers. However, due to a lack of political will and continued threats from militant
groups, there was no improvement. In fact, the situation escalated. 13
Since 15 August, six journalists (including two women) were killed (five by ISIL-KP, one could not
be attributed) and four (all men) were injured by unknown armed men. Moreover, 173
violations affecting journalists and media workers of which 163 attributed to the Taliban and 10
cases could not be attributed. The cases were included (12, all men) torture and ill treatment,
arrest (122 cases, of which one concerning a woman), and threats or intimidation (33 cases of
which three concerning women). (UNAMAN HRS, Afghanistan Human Rights Report, 15 August
2021- 15 June 2022). But this number has increased since June 2022, to 238 violation cases
happened including ill treatment, arrest, tortured and threats and intimidation.
Under the Taliban rule, the remainder are unlikely to ever be given the justice they are owed
despite the militant group’s insincere assurance to uphold press freedom. The longer these
cases lie cold the longer extremist groups and lawless perpetrator are empowered to continue
to brazenly silence those who speak up for press freedom. Investigation and prosecution of
killings and attacks are elusive in Afghanistan as impunity for crimes against journalists runs
rampant.

https://www.ifj.org/media-centre/news/detail/category/end-impunity2021/article/impunity-afghanistan.html
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VI.

Media Landscape

The 1964 constitution already protected freedom of expression, even though it received its
greatest level of governmental support for the media and in Afghanistan in the years following
the terrorist attacks of 2001. However, after the coup d'état in 1973 and throughout the
country's wars, a number of restrictions have been placed on Afghan journalism. Both the
current Mass Media Law (2015) and the Afghan Constitution from 2004 recognize freedom of
speech and the media in Afghanistan. The majority of still-operating media outlets have been
compelled to alter their productions and broadcasting in accordance with Taliban guidance and
have been instructed to that the rules and regulations of the previous 20 years is suspended.
A. Radio Overview
Radio is an excellent and cost-effective means of sharing knowledge, creating awareness,
facilitating informed decision-making and supporting the adoption of innovative practices.
Throughout Afghanistan’s recent history radio owing to its cheaper and easier accessibility that
other forms of modern mass media such as TV and the Internet, was a vital source of
information consumption for the rural population. Radio listenership is most popular amongst
the working class, including drivers, shop owners, street vendors, farmers, school students and
mostly illiterate people. The recent report by CDAC Network published on April 2022, found
that by household 72.1% could access radio, with most weekly listeners (80.4%) listening on the
FM band, compared to the AM (35.4%) and shortwave (21.9%) bands. The Asia Foundation’s
2019 report states that radio listenership was more common in rural areas (62.4%) than in
urban areas (42.2). by geographical region, radio listenership was the highest in the South West
with 81.7% followed closely by the South East with 80.1%. The lowest results were in Central
Highlands with 25.4% and Central Kabul with 47.7%. According to the survey conducted by
ANJU&IFJ on April 2022, which type of broadcasting media, do you prefer at the national level?
The respondents categorized as 46% listening to the radio, 24% watching TV, 20% online news
agencies and 10% priming media. Therefore, the predominate media at national level is radio
programming compare to the three other categories.
1. Radio Language and Dialects
According to Clear Global language data for Afghanistan, the number of language spoken
ranges between 40-59 including Dari (spoken by 77% of the population and Pashto (spoken by
48% of the population) as the official and cost widely spoken languages. In addition, there are
some other languages like Uzbeki (11%), English (6%), Turkmeni (3%), Urdu (3%), Pashai (1%),
Nuristani (1%), Arabic (1%) and Balochi (1%). 14

14
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B. TV Overview
Based on the earliest survey by Afghanistan National Journalists Union (ANJU) the result shows
that only 78 out of 150 TV channels currently broadcasting and 72 TV channels having ceased
broadcasting since 15th August 2021. It shows an increased number of TV channels declined
since February 2022 which only 51 TV channels were closed. Following the Taliban takeover,
Afghan television programming has seen a drastic increase in news, debate, educational, and
Islamic programmes, replacing the very popular foreign soap operas and dramas.
The future of Afghanistan's television channels is uncertain. Prior to August 2021, TV was a very
influential, popular, and reachable source of news and information for those who received it.
Two-thirds (65.9%) of respondents in the 2019 Survey of the Afghan People stated watching
television as a source of news and information.15 Whilst TV viewership was more common
among younger Afghans aged 18-25 than other age groups (68.6%), figures for those aged 55
and above (62.2%) was also noteworthy and could be attributed to the visual nature of
television aiding its consumption for those with lower literacy levels.
C. Print Media Overview
“Print is dead!” Surveys continue to show a decline in print newspaper since August 2021, many
newspapers in Afghanistan have ceased publications entirely or shirted to online-only because
of restrictions and financial constraints. The crisis has hit newspapers the hardest with just 14
out of 90 continuing to publish,”16

15

The Asia Foundation, 2019. A Survey of the Afghan People. Available at:
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17 February 2022
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VII.

Media Freedom and Challenges

Although, since 2001, mass media in Afghanistan have played a crucial role in providing
information, public awareness, reconstruction, fight against corruption, freedom of speech and
human rights despite all its effectiveness, the media in Afghanistan has always faced challenges.
As Afghanistan National Journalists Union was engaged throughout the country in media
freedom assessment, evaluation or promotion. It follows the mission monitoring media
freedom and challenges during the past year through a national survey from more than 200
media outlets identified the current challenges of media freedom under the Taliban rule. The
below figure shows the three major obstacles such as censorships, access to information and
lack of pluralism in content productions. 17

Figure 7: Challenges and Negative Factors toward Media Development
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A. Censorship
Traditionally, one of the most serious obstacle faced by mass media in Afghanistan is
censorship. It destroys the transformation of accurate information from mass media to its
consumers. This phenomena reduces the honesty of mass media, intimidates journalists and
endangers journalists’ freedom. Based on the recent survey censorship almost stopped the
exchange of information and the nature of communication between media and society. The
figure indicated that 45% media outlets are facing with censorship challenge. This issue
engaged journalists and media officials in self-censorship.
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According to the journalist’s willingness regarding self-censorship, the majority of journalists
said that they cannot reveal the information in media without censorship. 18
Furthermore, the Afghan journalists cannot disseminate the information in media and
journalists are coerced to choose alternate way to perform their duties. Almost 80 percent of
journalists responded that it is important to self-censor, without practicing self-censorship is
difficult for the journalists to perform their duties in media in the current situation because of
pressures and they don’t want to put their jobs and life in trouble. So, they choose to practice
self-censorship rather than revealing the information in media.
The finding of this survey shows that what kind of information are they likely to self-censor in
their professional interaction. The first kind of information which imposed self-censorship is
security and they don’t reveal information which is against a group of military based upon their
misconducted. The second type of information which journalists self-censor is religious and the
Taliban’s restrictions upon implementing the Islamic law. The third kind of information
journalists self-censor occurs when the journalists don’t want to reflect the reality of the
society in such a way that shows the weakness of governance, corruption and oppression are
reflected the Taliban’s negative image to the international community. The final reason
journalists self-censor the information about media owners or media organization policies.
Significant number of journalists admitted that the ratio of practicing self-censorship is
increasing in media and said that the country’s environment is not conducive to practices
journalisms without engaging in self-censorship.
Though majority of the journalists assumed that self-censorship is damaging and they
considered that censorship is more harmful for the free journalism in Afghanistan. Due to the
censorship journalists are not able to freely report in media and they cannot freely exercise
their duties to disseminate the information to the people through media.
B. Access to Information
The right of access to information is a specific manifestation of the freedom of expression
which was protected by article 50 of Afghanistan constitution, stating that “the citizens of
Afghanistan shall have the right of access to information form state departments in accordance
with the provisions of the law” but (this law is not acceptable to the Taliban).
Currently, the right to access to information is one of the major challenges of media in
Afghanistan. The Taliban prevent citizens from access to information for a variety of reasons,
including the confidentiality of information and the protection of national interest and national

18
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security or the protection of privacy. Unfortunately these are not the actual reasons that
prevent people from access to information (their basic rights). Today, the majority of Afghans
are not aware about the society and don’t know about the decisions in which directions the
society is moving. In addition to that the Taliban restricted media to have access to information
and reveal information to the society and make people aware.
The research findings show that the second challenge for the media in Afghanistan is
restrictions on access to information. Based on the figure 36 percent respondents show the
second concern is lack of access to information. While media require accurate and up-to-date
information to execute their task of reporting on issues of public interest and the performance
of the state. The access to information right empowers the media to produce fact-based
reports on state performance and issues of public interest. Moreover, the right of access to
information is a device of investigative journalism. Traditionally journalists, need to get
information to produce the investigative report on the inner working of the authorities and the
current challenges of society in-depth way. With regard to the significance of access to
information the Taliban limited and the media prohibited to provide accurate information
about the events, actions and decisions of the authorities with the principle of observance of
objectivity, fairness, impartiality and present it to the people to increase the enlightenment of
society.
C. Media Pluralism
Media pluralism and diversity of opinions are fundamental characteristics of a free press.
Consequently free media is only viable in a society is not marked by monopoly. Without media
contents diversity and pluralism Afghan citizens are unable to obtain the necessary information
to make informed decisions.
Based on this research there is an obvious lack of diversity in media programming and a lack in
media pluralism and it outlined as a third challenge of media since the Taliban takeover the
power in August 15, 2021. The reformation of the Taliban authorities has seen a dramatic
reduction in liberal forms of artistic expressions and programming.

Figure 8: Media Programming Diversity
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The analysis shows varied programming patterns substituted with the new media contents as
the above figure identifies entertainment/ musical as the most frequently aired program with
73 percent ranking higher before the Taliban rule while currently 27 percent media
programming allocated to the censored entertainment programs. Almost everyone is dealing
with the phenomenon of sport in today's world. People are either athletes or sport fans, who
follow sport news and materials in mass media including radio, TV and newspapers. In the past
Afghan media outlets were broadcasting sport programs; moreover, Afghanistan had Sport
Channels unfortunately either the sport channels are closed or the number of sport programs
decreased. The research indicates sport programs also the important frequently aired program
with 69 percent. Also, the production and broadcasting of cultural programs decreased which
was 62 percent compared to the past and now it is 38 percent.
Despite the changes in the production and broadcasting entertainment, sports and cultural
programs, the research reveals growth in the production of educational, health and religious
programs. But the production of such programs require professional and expert individuals and
financial resources so that the media could play a greater role in this regard and to fill the gaps.

VIII. Afghanistan’s Media Constraints
A. Financial Constraints
In the developing world, independent media organizations are generally dependent on grant
income from donor organizations, which Afghanistan’s media were dependent since 2001.
Following to the withdrawal of western troops the country’s economy collapsed and media
which were dependent to the donors faced numerous challenges. Suspending and decreasing
foreign funding had a direct negative impact, not just because media outlets will receive fund
through supporting organizations, but also because businesses that utilize media to advertise
also faced with revenues declined. According to the research which conducted in all 34
provinces revealed that financial constraints are the most problematic issues since the Taliban
controlled Afghanistan in August 15. 19
Figure 9: Media Constraints
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According to the research, there are financial limitations at both the individual and
organizational levels. Individual financial struggles forced journalists to quit their careers and
move to neighboring countries or work for minimal wage employment to live. It also
mentioned that during the past year 48% media outlets closed which 67% journalists lost their
jobs, women journalists and media workers have been much more affected since the arrival of
the Taliban.
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B. Threats to Safety of Journalists
Journalism has turned into one of the most dangerous profession around the globe in the last
couple of decades. News and data from around the world show that journalists are being
targeted every day for their work. (UNESCO, 2016).
Violence against journalists is a routine problem in Afghanistan especially, the country’s restructured to a new state. 20
Based on the International Federation of Journalists (IFJ), “since 2010, more than 87 journalists
have been killed in Afghanistan”.
Since 15 August, six journalists (including two women) were killed (five by ISIL-KP, one could not
be attributed) and four (all men) were injured by unknown armed men. Moreover, 173
violations affecting journalists and media workers of which 163 attributed to the Taliban and 10
cases could not be attributed. The cases were included (12, all men) torture and ill treatment,
arrest (122 cases, of which one concerning a woman), and threats or intimidation (33 cases of
which three concerning women). (UNAMAN HRS, Afghanistan Human Rights Report, 15 August
2021- 15 June 2022).21 But this number has increased since June 2022, to 238 violation cases
happened including ill treatment, arrest, tortured and threats and intimidation.
The finding suggests that the Taliban should present the media law and the access to
information law to ensure functioning adequately and the practice of safe and free journalism is
not possible without implementation of legal and judiciary system.
C. Legal Framework
Numerous journalists have left the country as a result of the unfavorable atmosphere the
Taliban have created, leaving a huge informational gap. Many journalists are still without jobs
within the country, either hiding out or finding alternative ways to make money, such as
working as street sellers. The majority of still-operating media outlets have been compelled to
alter their productions and broadcasting in accordance with Taliban guidance and have been
instructed to that the rules and regulations of the previous 20 years is suspended. The media
and journalists protection institutions several times asked to introduce a comprehensive law or
accept the access to information law and media law was approved and enforced to regulate
media activities.
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According to the Taliban’s spokesperson, Zabihullah Mujahid, “the media law was recently
reviewed by the Ministry of Information and Culture which some amendments were made in
regard to religious and cultural issues and it has sent to leadership for approval”. Since months
the Taliban neither didn’t present any media law nor approved the previous which finally
amended in 2019.
The law regarding the media is unclear. The feared intelligence service of the Taliban has
directly addressed claimed instances of media infractions by imprisoning, intimidating, and
even torturing journalists. The Ministry of Promoting Virtue, Preventing Vice, and Hearing
Complaints (MPVPV) of the Taliban is also intervening with media-related matters. The Taliban
MPVPV released a fresh set of rules on November 21st, requiring, among other things, that the
media refrain from showing films or soap operas with female actors; foreign films that are
against "Afghan or Islamic principles"; and that female journalists wear the Islamic Hijab.
The Taliban's execution of media-related directives, especially in the provinces, has had a
devastating impact on the Afghan media outlets. The Taliban's Information and Culture
department in the provinces has increased restrictions on the media and reporters, as well as
detaining and threatening journalists while they were doing their reporting.

D. Professional Capacity
Although media and freedom of press remarkably developed since 2001 in the country, during
the past two decades significant progress has been made in the field of professionalization and
capacity building of the journalists, which is unprecedented in the media history of Afghanistan.
For example, the latest survey by ANJU revealed that since 2004 more than 11 journalism and
communication faculties (Schools), 20 journalism, TV & Radio, and Public Communication have
been established in private universities and Higher Education Institutions. In addition to that,
hundreds trainings and capacity building programs have been conducted during the past two
decades. These are the evidences that thousands of young men and women acquired
professional journalistic skills and were engaged in different media outlets in the country.
Unfortunately, with the Taliban regaining control, journalists, media experts, and professors of
journalism either had less freedom to do their jobs or received threats to flee the country.
Therefore, the media in Afghanistan are facing a lack of technical and professional capacity, and
the results of the survey show that lack of professional capacity is one of the four main
challenges facing media outlets in Afghanistan.
It is recommended that both short-term and long-term capacity building programs be
implemented in order to improve the professional capability of journalists and address the
current challenge.

IX.

Policy Recommendations

According to the ANJU assessment, "Exploring the Media Status under the Taliban Rule”, press
freedom has decreased over the past year as a result of censorship, arrests, attacks, and
restrictions on access to information, as well as financial constraints and a lack of professional
capacity. The report also emphasizes the tenacity and important reporting of the country's
remaining journalists and media outlets.
The report by ANJU, which was based on interviews and surveys with a wide range of Afghan
journalists and media executives, details detentions of journalists, as well as the fear and selfcensorship and limitations on access to information that these new tactics have encouraged.
The number of Afghan newspapers, radio stations, TV channels, and other news outlets has
drastically decreased over the past year.
The report offers a comprehensive set of policy recommendations to the Afghanistan media
stakeholders including media organizations, media and journalists’ protection institutions,
journalism and communication faculties and researchers, policymakers, donors, foreign
governments, and international organizations.
In the light of research conducted in preparation for this report and the resources presented
here, the following recommendations should be considered guideposts for media challenges
and for new media development plans:
A. Financial
Figure 10: Policy Recommendations and Media Supports
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The Taliban’s August 2021 takeback of power in Afghanistan has had a devastating effect on the
vibrant media landscape that developed after the U.S.-led invasion 20 years earlier.

The development of media were dependent on donors’ fund which currently faced with acute
financial challenges. Suspending and decreasing foreign funding had a direct negative impact,
not just because media outlets will receive fund through supporting organizations, but also
because businesses that utilize media to advertise also faced with revenues declined.
According to the survey conducted with more than 204 media executives including TV, Radio,
Printing and Online as well as journalists in all 34 provinces of Afghanistan, suggested that the
most important issue for strengthen and revitalizing the media is to provide financial supports.
Recommendation for donors and media supports for strengthening media development
interventions:
-

Funding agencies should adopt aid effectiveness principles to guide media development
strategy.
- Identifying the ‘Potential Implementation Partners’ lists for strengthening media and
media development interventions as most of the media organizations don’t have the
capacity.
- Media pluralism and programming diversity should be a priority for media supports and
aid effectiveness.
- Media should be better integrated into mainstream and needs of society, in particular
education, health and human rights focusing on women rights and girls beyond 6 th
grade out schools.
B. Journalists Safety
After the political upheaval and the rise of the Taliban regime in Afghanistan, journalists are
among the most vulnerable Afghans. According to the International Journalists Federation IFJ,
“Afghanistan is the most dangerous country for the journalists in the word in 2021”. So,
violence against journalists is a routine problem in Afghanistan especially, for women
journalists and media workers.
Based on the (IFJ), “since 2010, more than 87 journalists have been killed in Afghanistan”.
Since 15 August, six journalists (including two women) were killed (five by ISIL-KP, one could not
be attributed) and four (all men) were injured by unknown armed men. Moreover, 173
violations affecting journalists and media workers of which 163 attributed to the Taliban and 10
cases could not be attributed. The cases were included (12, all men) torture and ill treatment,
arrest (122 cases, of which one concerning a woman), and threats or intimidation (33 cases of
which three concerning women). (UNAMAN HRS, Afghanistan Human Rights Report, 15 August
2021- 15 June 2022). But this number has increased since June 2022, to 238 violation cases
happened including ill treatment, arrest, tortured and threats and intimidation.

The most dangerous place for Afghanistan journalists during the past year is Kabul with the
most number of cases, Nangarhar and Kandahar which the cases categorized into detention,
assault, physical assault and harassment, capture and physical violence, telephonic threat,
accident and death. The following research findings recommended to ensure the journalists
safety:
-

To develop psychological and physical safety guideline that takes into account the
current crisis setting in Afghanistan.
To enhance the safety of journalists in dealing with psychosocial trauma in crisis setting
of Afghanistan.
To increase the mechanisms and strategies to self-care and maintained resilience in the
face of trauma reporting considering to the Afghanistan emergency context.
To manage journalists distress, levels of endurance and remain psychologically safe in
such tragedy context.
To develop a framework for assessing media and identifying Afghan media gap dealt
with questions of journalists’ safety.
To develop situational safety guideline for women journalists including digital and
equipment safety tools.
Cooperation with Afghan media and journalists protection institutions to promote the
protection of journalism and safety of journalists.
To conduct national assessment of journalist’s safety requirement and to create a
comprehensive national protection and safety mechanisms.

C. Monitoring
Media monitoring was only conducted occasionally even though it is a systematic surveillance
of media performance for the purpose of its description and critical evaluation. The current
situation of Afghanistan needs to monitor freedom of expression and attacks on media workers
as the situation is not stable. If any organizations or governments either to understand the
status of media and freedom of expressions or providing assistance require to get information
through monitoring process. This process includes identification of information sources and
their surveillance, data acquisition and storage, selection of the most appropriate data through
categorizing and filtering and finally analysis of accumulated data. Based on the survey the
media executives and journalists in all 34 provinces requested monitoring supports to be able
to collect reliable data in terms of freedom of expression under the Taliban rule and to reflect
the realities based on the evidences. This approach from one hand will help to understand the
media environment in Afghanistan as well as to implement investigative journalism. Media
monitoring conducting for the following purposes:
-

Monitoring of the current situation of freedom of expression;

-

Monitoring of past, present and future events;
Identifying statistical characteristics, conclusions and recommendations, and underlying
trends of media in the country;
Monitoring attacks on media workers and freedom of expressions;
Monitoring political pluralism to verify whether the press, primarily state-owned media,
ensures equitable coverage of political actors;
Monitoring international stakeholders’ activities in terms of freedom expressions and
media outlets operations in Afghanistan;
Ensure coordination, consolidation, analysis and dissemination of such monitoring
findings;
Monitoring human rights, in particular journalists’ rights.

D. Policy and Legal Gaps
According to the findings of the research there are two distinct areas of policy attention that
are critical for proper media functioning after the collapsed of the Afghan government.
Included:
-

Freedom of the media
Law enforcement

There were number of studies conducted to explore the current situation of freedom of
expression in Afghanistan and many reports published by national and international
organizations which described the challenges faced media during the past year. Since August
2021, media has worked under enormous pressures which limited its independency. Index of
press freedom showed that Afghanistan was at 157th position out of 180 in 2022, RSF. There are
many challenges for the media men in performing their professional duties due to lawlessness
and journalists faced miserable situations for free press. Based on the ANJU’s current research
findings the following themes emerged in terms of freedom of the media and law enforcement:
-

Political Pressure
Press Laws and Prosecution
Cultural and Religious Pressure
Self-censorship
War and conflicts
Government (de facto administrations) pressures

E. Advocacy
The purpose of advocacy is to ensure journalists safety and protection. We advocate to make
our collective voice heard and to influence people and systems to bring about change. The main
role of advocacy is to make the media and free press stakeholders more responsive to
journalists safety needs. The current advocacy and campaigns require the active involvement of
all media stakeholders: media executives, media and journalists’ protection intuitions,
international organizations (UN, UNESCO, NED, INTERNEWS, EU, IFJ, USAID, ICC, MFC, RSF, CPJ,
etc.), governments and the Taliban. Based on the assessment it proposed to focus on
discussions about journalist’s safety with internal and external media stakeholders and to make
campaign our collective voice heard. Therefore advocacy at this stage is composed of three
phases:
1. Assessment
2. Implementation
3. Monitoring
F. Journalists Professional Capacity Development
These are the evidences that thousands of young men and women acquired professional
journalistic skills and were engaged in different media outlets in the country. Unfortunately,
with the Taliban regaining control, journalists, media experts, and professors of journalism
either had less freedom to do their jobs or received threats to flee the country.
Therefore, the media in Afghanistan are facing a lack of technical and professional capacity, and
the results of the survey show that lack of professional capacity is one of the main challenges
facing media outlets in Afghanistan.
To address the skills and lack of journalists’ professionalism problem, there are four potential
solutions:
-

Trainings
Mentorships
Internship Programs
Exchange Programs
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